
Taxis provide high levels of comfort and convenience, 
supported by drivers’ professionalism

Customers’ preferences 

CNRS-LATTS, Paris, France, 2010. Cities covered in the survey: Paris, London, 
Berlin, Lisbon, Dublin, Amsterdam and Stockholm, with 400 representative 
respondents per city.
http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs/00/55/70/99/PDF/RD10-TaxiIRUb.pdf

The quality of taxi services, in which comfort 
plays a paramount role, together with the 
professionalism of drivers, is highly appreciated 
by taxi users.  

High quality standards

It is the taxi industry’s priority to further improve 
the quality of the service to customers by 
appropriate education and training of both 
managers and drivers, as provided through the 
IRU Academy. 

In the Netherlands, the taxi industry took the 
lead in improving the services to customers by 
introducing an ISO-based Quality Mark (TX-Keur) 
system for taxi vehicles, drivers and services, with 
both regular and unexpected checks carried out 
by an independent body. As a result, research 
carried out by the Dutch national authorities* 
shows that taxi scores on average a 7.8 out of 10.

Since 2005, taxi dispatch centres in Finland have 
begun to develop their own quality schemes to 
ensure that the quality of the whole service chain 
remains high.  
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Convenience to access any part of the city 37%

Proximity to customer 38%

Knowledge of local area 38%

Personalised service 42%

Comfort 43%

ECO-DRIVING SAFELY
FOR TAXIS

Think economically and environmentally!

ECO-driving is not only an easy and cost-efficient way to reduce fuel consumption,

greenhouse gases and accident rates, but is also an attitude and respect

for society as a whole. In order to help drivers adjust their driving behaviour

to different situations, the IRU has developed this checklist of smart, smooth

and safe ECO-driving techniques.

Maintain your vehicle
Maintain proper engine oil and air filters 

to keep vehicles running efficiently. Use 

the appropriate fuel as recommended 

by the manufacturer to keep the vehicle

engine clean and performing efficiently.

Always consult the vehicle’s owner

manual for proper maintenance.

Use on-board devices
Use dynamic navigators to bypass

congested routes and lead to less idling 

as nowadays many cars are fitted with 

an on-board navigation. An on-board 

computer may help to save time and 

take the right routes. Use car fuel saving 

devices such as on board computer to 

monitor the fuel consumption.

Travel “light”
Unload as much as possible as soon as 

possible. Remove unnecessary weight 

from the vehicle.

Check your tyres 
Keep tyres properly inflated at least to 

the tyre pressure recommended by the

manufacturer (10 to 15 percent over 

ecommended pressure saves fuel!!). 

Check it frequently. This alone can 

educe the average fuel consumption 

by 3-4%. Under-inflated tyres increase 

rolling resistance and increase fuel 

consumption. They also wear more 

rapidly. Check the vehicle’s owner 

manual or the tyre pressure label for 

minimum cold tyre inflation pressure.

Axle alignment on all axles and toe

in / toe out on the steering axles 

should also be checked and kept as 

recommended by the manufacturer.

Drive at a steady speed

Try to maintain a steady speed by using

the highest gear possible and by

avoiding unnecessary acceleration and 

braking. The engine power to keep 

a steady speed is lower if you do not 

continuously brake and accelerate. 

Anticipate the traffic flow by looking 

ahead as far as possible. The cruise 

control on motorways helps smooth

driving. Reduce speed in strong

headwinds, heavy rain, snow fall and icy 

conditions.

Accelerate and brake smoothly 

Avoid fast starts and hard braking; 

they waste fuel and wear out some

vehicle components more quickly,

such as brakes and tyres. Maintain a 

safe distance between vehicles and

anticipate traffic conditions to allow

more time to brake and accelerate

gradually.

DURING THE JOURNEY

BEFORE THE JOURNEY

The Taxi Driver’s Checklist

Your life and the lives of other road users depend on your alertness and reactions in an emergency!Professional driving is very demanding,so you need to stay fit, physically andmentally. Eating and drinking healthilyand taking regular exercise will helpyou to feel better, drive better and livelonger!

Adjust your seat so you are sitting ascomfortably as possible, with all con-trols within easy reach. Ensure yourhead is positioned to benefit from thehead restraint in case of an accident.Make sure you sit well back in the seatto avoid straining your back.

Even if the law does not oblige you todo so, please wear your seatbelt as agood example to your passengersand encourage them to do the same.If the law obliges passengers to wear aseatbelt, inform them of this.

Respect the legal requirementsrelated to working time. Failure torespect working time rules is a punish-able offence that could endanger yourjob. Use your rest hours… to rest!

Don’t drink alcohol before and dur-ing driving or take any kind of drugsor medication which may impairyour driving skills. Avoid heavy mealsbefore and during driving, as these maymake you feel drowsy.

Don’t continue driving if you feeldrowsy – STOP! Get out of your vehicle,stretch your legs, get some fresh airand the necessary rest.

. . . A N D  I S  E V E R Y T H I N G  E L S E  R E A D Y ?Is everything in good working order?Have you checked the brakes, tyres(pressure and tread depth), coolant andoil before starting your shift? What aboutthe mirrors, windows (can you seeclearly?), windscreen wipers, lights, indi-cators? How about special equipmentlike the taximeter, radio and navigationsystem? Is there any visible damageand is the vehicle clean, inside and out?

Are your passengers safely andcomfortably seated, with seat beltsfastened? If necessary, help your pas-sengers with their luggage and/orassist them to get into and out of thevehicle.

A R E  Y O U  P R E P A R E D ?

As a taxi driver, you must drive in a highlyresponsible manner at all times and show yourprofessionalism by anticipating and forgivingfoolish or unsafe behaviour by other road users,no matter how annoying. Your behaviour canhelp avoid accidents, improve the image of yourprofession and help your industry opposeunnecessarily restrictive regulations.

Professionally driven taxis are an essential linkin the mobility chain. However, any accident orincident involving a taxi, regardless of who is to blame, can have a negative impact on the image of your profession. Your constantalertness helps to ensure your safety and thatof your passenger(s), and other road users.

Share the road safely – a road transport sector initiative

Do you have all the right documents?Do you have your technical inspectioncertificate? Is your taxi registration num-ber visible to passengers? Do you havethe necessary insurance documents onboard? Have you activated your taxime-ter? Have you selected the right tariff ratefor the journey? Have you included the rightsupplementary charges? Do you have aninvoice ready to fill out, if requested?

Identify the best route. Passengersexpect you to have a good knowledgeof the area you work in, so take a pro-fessional pride in making sure that youdo. If a longer route might be quicker,inform your passenger(s). If your vehicleis fitted with a navigation system,ensure that its data is kept up to date.
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http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs/00/55/70/99/PDF/RD10-TaxiIRUb.pdf


Quality controls

Vehicle quality standards were first introduced in 
London already in 1906 through the Metropolitan 
Conditions of Fitness (MCF) standard. Since then, 
these standards have been constantly improving. 
More recently, legislation requiring some taxis 
to be able to carry wheelchairs is also being 
introduced. 

In Austria, the specific comfort requirements for 
taxi vehicles, such as dimensions, number and 
size of doors, size of the luggage compartment, 
etc., are discussed and updated every year to fit 
customers’ requirements.

According to surveys carried out by the Danish 
Competition Authority, Danish taxi customers are 
very satisfied with the comfort, service and safety 
provided. On average, the Danish taxi fleet scores 
4 out of 5 points, regarding comfort, service 
quality or safety among the Danish population. 

In France, a survey conducted in Paris by Union 
Nationale des Industries du Taxi (UNIT)** found 
that 93% of taxi customers were satisfied with 
the vehicle’s cleanliness, comfort and general 
state, with 47% giving a “Very Good” or “Excellent” 
rating. 

* Taximonitor Gebruikers, Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 
The Netherlands, 2010. 
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten-en-publicaties/
rapporten/2008/06/01/toekomst-voor-de-taxi.html (in Dutch only)

** UNIT annual barometer, 2010.
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